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Mediawatch: Reports of some
early lab experiments led to 
premature panic in parts of
the British press, writes
Bernard Dixon.
From reproductive technology to GM
food, one of the most pernicious
media motifs is that science is ‘out of
control’. Such assertions are risible.
Yet they ought to be taken seriously
by the committees and authorities
that do regulate research and its
applications. Clearly, their monitoring
role, legal powers and even existence
are not widely known.
The need is vividly illustrated by
the furore over ‘making babies
without men’ that erupted in the
British press in July. The Express, for
example, announced: “To many, it
seems that things are getting out of
hand… Many people — scientists
among them — fear that fertility
research is now running out of
control.” 
In no other field was the ‘yuk
factor’ so pervasive, said health editor
Michael Day. Yet his 700 word article
on “the spectre of societies in which
males are effectively redundant” did
not even mention the UK’s Human
Fertilisation and Embryology
Authority (HFEA).
The trigger for this and other
scary pieces was a news item in New
Scientist. Based on papers given at a
meeting in Lausanne, Switzerland, of
the European Society of Human
Reproduction and Embryology, the
report described two related pieces of
research. The first, by Gianpiero
Palermo and colleagues at Cornell
University, New York, involved the
insertion of DNA from a somatic cell
into an enucleated human ovum. 
An electric pulse then induced
the nucleus to divide into two
pronuclei. Finally, one of these was
removed to leave a haploid cell that
could be fertilised by injected sperm.
When fully developed, the technique
might allow women with some forms
of infertility to have children.
In similar fashion but conversely,
the second development could help
infertile men. Orly Lacham-Kaplan
and co-workers at Monash University
in Melbourne have managed to
‘fertilise’ a normal mouse egg using a
cell taken from the body of a male.
Chemical manipulation persuaded
the ‘fertilised’ cell to eject not only
its own superfluous set of
chromosomes but also the unwanted
set from the donor cell. 
The most striking feature of
newspaper coverage was the apparent
immediacy of the two advances —
and of the alleged problems they will
create — as compared with New
Scientist’s prudence in its reports.
These developments might occur
‘one day’, the magazine observed.
“There are still considerable obstacles
to overcome before either technique
could be used to create human
babies”. 
“This is preliminary work,”
Palermo was quoted as saying. “In
theory it might be a way to provide
eggs for sterile women.” In fact,
Palermo’s embryos had stopped
developing after only one or two cell
divisions, while Lacham-Kaplan had
not yet transferred her embryos into
surrogate mice to look at possible
further development.
When newspapers got busy on
the story, they minimised, buried or
ignored these cautions and caveats.
‘THE END OF MEN?’ was the
headline of a piece in The Mirror,
which continued: “Virgin birth’ fear
as scientists fertilise eggs without
sperm.’ “The spectre of the
fatherless baby will almost certainly
have the same fate as human clones:
fine on paper, repulsive in theory and
practically impossible once scientists
attempt to apply their techniques to
human behaviour rather than
laboratory mice,” said the London
Evening Standard. Even The Daily
Telegraph, which carried a responsible
article on one page, had ‘Babies from
scrambled eggs’ on another.
Virtually all reporters also ignored
a practical argument in favour of the
new techniques: the increasing need
to avoid the sort of problems that can
arise from the anonymity promised
when people donate spermatozoa or
ova. New Scientist highlighted this in
an editorial, presaging a forthcoming
court case in which two siblings,
conceived by donor insemination, are
seeking to identify their genetic
father.
Instead, the angle highlighted by
most newspapers was the possibility
of female homosexuals having
children that are genetically their
own. ‘Lesbian couples could
conceive, scientists reveal’ were the
words introducing a piece in
The Express (which also contained a
schematic illustration so confusing
that many readers will have
concluded that this was all too
complex for them to understand). 
But while several journalists
indicated that the lesbian scenario
was imminent, the broadsheets were
circumspect. The Times, for example,
warned readers that ‘such a prospect
remains very distant’.
Most reporters quoted pro-life
campaigners. “We are messing with
nature,” said Peter Garrett, director
of research for the anti-IVF lobby
group Life, in The Times. “We are
experimenting with early human
lives, we are undermining fatherhood
and masculinity, we are acting in the
interests of parents, not children, and
we are treating children as rights, not
gifts.” 
Regrettably, there was no
mention of the HFEA or its views in
this article, nor in many others. Time
for the authority (which on certain
other occasions has been
commendably proactive) to review its
public/media profile in the face of
such media coverage?
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